
Flyfin 1900BF
Take home from 
$318.63 per week

As Displayed

$97,362.00

Information

Another standout in the Flyfin range the 1900 Bow Fisher. This boat is sure to turn heads with its good looks, quality finish and even better on water performance.

There are four models in the 1900 range with this model been the 1900 Bow Fisher. A large walk thru screen takes you to the bow of the boat where someone can fish from with ease, been able to use the 
bow area of the boat opens up more space than other conventional boats with full screens. Fully upholstered large bucket seats sit on top of alloy box pedestals with more storage underneath. Side shelves, 
console pockets and battery lockers round out the ample amounts of storage for a boat of this size. Wide gunwales provide a comfortable place to sit on a good day and a full-length fender rail will help 
provide protection when getting in close. A walk thru transom makes getting in out of the boat a breeze.

When optioning the Bimini Top it not only looks class but folds back with ease to sit below the windscreen to help get into those tight places

We fitted this 1900BF out with the following factory options and extras:

Anchor Rope and Chain Pack
Bait Board with 4 x Rod Holders, Live Bait Tank Plumbed and Wired
Bimini Top with Rocket Launcher Canvas - Folding
H/D Dive Ladder 
Queen Seat Upgraded to Suit Chilly Bin
Weld Cleats Mid Ship
U Deck - Flooring, Gunwales, Swim Step
Painted Hull Sides, Transom, Gunwales and Cabin
Nyalic Interior Below Gunnels and Cabin
Garmin 75CV 
VHF Radio and Antenna

Powered by Suzuki 115hp Digital Control Four Stroke
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nic@boatcity.co.nz



Boat City are a family business that have been at the forefront of the marine industry since 
1962.

With one of the largest ranges of brands both new and used, you can purchase with 
confidence that we will have something to suit your needs.

We can ship anywhere in the country any time, just ask us for a quote.

For everything on the water and more.
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